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Slavery, Subversion and Subalternity:
Gender andviolent Resistance in
Nineteenth-Century Bahia
Jane-Marie Collins

‘By any means necessary’
Malcolm X (1925-1965)
‘The slave that kius his master practices an act of legitimate self-defence’
Luís Gama (1830-1882)

‘mata tudo,. ...era bom’
Quintiliano ( ? )

When Deborah Gray White wrote Ar’nt I a Woman? in 1985 it was in response
to the glaring hole in the historiography which demanded that ‘ a book on slave
women was needed and could be done.” Three years later in Brazil, Sonia Maria
Giacomini made a similar attempt to incorporate slave women into the history
of slavery and the history of slave women into feminist and black studies in
Brazil: ‘é fundamental o reconhecimento da pertinencia de um discurso
específico da e sobre a negra no interior dos discursos feministas, bem como de
um discurso da e sobre a mulher no interior dos discursos emergentes do
movimento negro’ (it is essential that we recognise the relevance of a discourse
specifically about and by black women within feminist discourse, as well as a
discourse about and by black women in the emerging discourses of the Black
Movement’).’
In the United States, the subsequent studies which have addressed the
position of slave women in both the context of slavery and black feminist

1 Deborah Grey White, Ar’n’t I a Woman? Female Slaves in the Plantation South, NewYork, Norton,
1985,9.
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Sonia Maria Giacomini, Mulher e Escrava: U m a introduciio histórica ao estudo da tnullter negra no Brasil,
Petrópolis,Vozes,1988,89. See also, Maria Lucia de Barros Mott, Subtnissiio e Resistência: a mulher
na Iura contra escravid&, São Paulo, Contexto, 1988.
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writing are almost too numerous to mention.’ The study of slave women is no
longer confined to the margins of history or reduced to a footnote as an ‘also
ran’,but is acknowledged as a valid category of historical analysis alongside slave
men, white men and women, as part of slave society in particular and American
History in general.‘ It is now impossible to enter into the discourse of women’s
history in the United States, or more specifically feminist discourse, without
referring to the centrality of black women in the fight for civil rights and in the
formation of feminist ideas.’

A similar trend is apparent in the historiography of slavery and women’s
studies in the Caribbean. In the early eighties, the myth of marginality was
finally laid to rest in studies of plantation labour by, among others, Barry Higman
and Michael Craton, which showed that female slaves formed the majority of
field hands because the more specialisedjobs were allocated to mem6 The results
of such empirical work have led Hillary Beckles to conclude that ‘[tlhese levels
of participation in the plantation economy suggest that attempts to locate their
[slave women’s] labor experiences in the periphery of historical analysis should
encounter severe empirical difficulties.” In his study of slave women and

3 Two films and a string of best sellers about and by African-American women do not constitute
a revolution but note the huge success of, among others, Maya Angelou, Alice Waker and Toni
Morrison. This remains unimaginable in Brazil.
4 Recent studies of gender and slavery include, Kathleen M Brown, Good Wives, Nasty Wenches, and
Anxious Patriarchs: Gender, Race and Power in Colonial Virginia, Chapel Hill, University of North
Carolina, 1996, and Discovering Women in Slavery: Emancipating Perspectives on the American Past,
ed.Patricia Morton, Athens, University of Georgia, 1996.
I

5 This does not mean to say that the last word has been said on race and gender or gender history
in North America, only that in comparative terms the discourse of black women’s history is
strides ahead. See for example Darlene Clark Hine, Elsa Barkley Brown, and Rosalyn TerborgPenn, Black Women in America: An Historical Enryclopaedia, Bloomington, Univeristy of Indiana
Press, 1994; Sara M Evam,Bornfor &berty:A History ofwomen in America, New York, Free Press,
1989; Unequal SUters:A Multicultural Reader in U.S. Women’s History, ed. Ellen Carol DuBois and
Vicki L Ruiz, NewYork, Routiedge, 1990; Women and Power in American History:A Reader, ed.
Kathryn Kish Sklar and Thomas Dublin, 2 vols, Englewood Clif&, Prentice Hall, 1991; Bettina
Aptheker, Woman’s Legacy: Essays on Race, Sex, and Class in American History, Amherst, University
of Massachusetts, 1982;Angela Davis, Women, Race and Class, London, Women’s Press, 1982.
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6 Barry Higman, Slave Populations of the British Caribbean, 1817-32, Baltimore, Johns Hopkins,
1984, 60-67; Michael Craton, Searchingfor the invisible Man: Slaves and Plantation Lye in Jomaica
Cambridge MA, Harvard University, 1978, 147-149. See also Lucille Mathurin, ‘An historical
study of women in Jamaica, 1653-1844’, Mona, University of BWI, 1974, unpublished PhD
thesis.
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7 Hilary McD Beckles, Natural Rebels.A Social History
Zed, 1989, 2.
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Black Wonien in Barbados, London,
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resistance in Barbados he emphasises how ‘the tripartite structure of race, class
and gender oppression located most black women in positions of greatest
material deprivation’.* Consequently the slave woman’s productive role, in
addition to her reproductive one, has been examined as a central function of the
slave labour plantation system and provided a new conceptual framework in
which to study the historical role of women in Caribbean society.’
The patterns observable in the United States and the Caribbean are not
evident, however, in Brazil. Giacomini’s self-acknowledged beginning, that first
inquiry into the double burden of productivity and reproductivity, or the
tripartite oppression of race, sex and class, has not triggered a comparable
response. While Giacomini recognises the difficulty of the task in the sense of a
paucity of sources, the invisibility of slave women in Brazilian history has all too
often been accepted as afait accompli, in the same way that the study of slavery
was some thirty years ago in Brazil, under the convenient misconception that
Rui Barbosa queimou tudo (burnt everything).”
This essay will not claim to recover any lost ground, but an
acknowledgement that the gap has yet to be bridged is, I feel, appropriate in a
collection of this type that addresses questions of Brazilian feminism. O n the
whole, intellectual feminists have yet to theorise issues of race, class and gender
in the same way as other former slave societies in the Americas.” It is of no
surprise then that in terms of scholarship, the history of black women in Brazil
has not kept pace with the outstanding production of literature in the field of

8 Beckles, Natural Rebels, 3
9 See for exaniple, Black Women and Slavery in the Americas: More thart Chattel, ed. David Barry
Gaspar and Darlene Clark Hine, Bloomington, Indiana University, 1996; Enpzdering History:
Caribbeurt Wonien in Historical Perspective, ed. Verene Shepherd, Bridget Brereton, Barbara Bailey
London, Janies Curry, 1995.
10 Rui Barbosa (1849-1923) was a journalist, writer, statesman and abolitionist who became an
important political figure during the last decades of the Empire. As Finance Minister of the First
Republic he ordered all the slavery archives to be burned on the pretext that this would prevent
any one learning from the mistakes of the past.

1 1 I make the distinction deliberately between intellectual feminists and grassroots groups. Women’s
niovements on the ground have, for the most part, been aware of the difference race, class and
gender niake. See for exaniple Worrieri in Brazil, Caipora Women’s Group, London, Latin
Aniericaii Bureau, 1993. This has rarely been articulated and made a valid area for theoretical
developnient at an intellectual level. Compare the enornious amounts of intellectual energy
devoted to theorising Brazilian national identity, often without so much as mentioning race, class
or gender.
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Brazilian slave studies.izTherefore, any study of slave women’s resistance must be
cognisant of the fiagmented nature of the discourse of black women’s history in
Brazil. This essay, then, is taken fiom a larger work in progress on slave women
and resistance in nineteenth-century Bahia that attempts to vulo~izarl~
slave
women’s contribution to resistance against captivity, and will address the specific
issue of slave women and violent resistance.

In North American and Caribbean literature on slave women the focus
has been on day to day resistance, usually non-violent and committed
individually but as part of a continuum that undermined the system of slavery
fiom within.“ Slave women’s reproductive capacity, sexual vulnerability, and the
sexual division of labour shaped the way they resisted captivity. These conditions
created unique opportunities for oppression that slave men did not experience
and conversely created special opportunities for resistance. In summary, slave
resistance in slavery historiography is generally treated as gender specific.
However, within the subject of slave women and resistance, certain
paradigms have emerged which at times overlap, at times contradict each other.15
A major part of the slave woman’s day-to-day resistance was devoted to avoiding
the sexual aggression of a master. The main tactics included sexual abstinence,
abortion, infanticide, and feigned pregnancies which have been categorised as a
form of ‘gynaecological’ or ‘reproductive’ resistance, again gender specific.16 In
contrast, the role of the slave woman in family formation has ofien been

12 One area of historiography in which slave women are becoming more visible is in studies of the
slave family. Two recent publications from Brazil include Robert W Slenes, N a Senzala urna Flor:
as esperancas e recordacões naforniacio dafaniilia escrava, Rio de Janeiro, Nova Fronteira, 1999, and
Sheila de Castro Faria, A Colônia eni A4ovimenro:fortuna e fatnilia no cotidiano colonial, Rio de
Janeiro,Nova Fronteira, 1999.
13 There is no direct translation of this word into English. The meaning is a combination of to give
due recognition to, and to acknowledge the value of something.
14 See Elizabeth Fox Genovese,‘Strategiesand Forms of Resistance: Focus on Slave Women in the
United States’, in in Resisrance: Studies irr African, Caribbean, and Afro-American History, ed. Gary Y
Okihiro,Amherst, University of Massachusetts, 1986. 343-65;Jacqueline Jones, Labor $Love, Labor
of Sorroui: Black Women, Work, and the Faniily froni Slavery to rhe Present, New York, Basic Books,
1985, especially chapter 1, ‘“My Mother Was Much of a Wonian”: Slavery’, 11-43.
15 Some theories are more closely associated with one region than another. However, all themes
are apparent in both North American and Caribbean literature so they have been summarised
together here for the sake of brevicy.

16 See Barbara Bush, Slave M6nien in Caribbean Society: 1650-1838, Bloonungton, Indiana University,
1990; Darlene Clark Hine and Kate Wittenstein, ‘Female Slave Resistance: The Econonucs of
Sex’, in T i e Blark Wonran Cross-Ctrlturally. ed. Filonuna Chioma Steady, Cambridge MA,
Schenkman, 1981,289-300.
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interpreted as her key contribution to resistance, in the sense that the family
provided the slave community with its greatest source of strength.” The slave
woman as rebel has been discussed from two viewpoints. First, like their male
counterparts, slave women participated in revolts and uprisings, as queens or
spiritual leaders and as warriors.’* Second, that slave women were ‘natural
rebels’, that is that slave resistance was universal and slave women could be found
in all its forms.’’ These last two arguments shift away from the notion of gender
specificity; the first emphasises the fact that women were capable of taking what
has often been interpreted as male roles in resistance, and the second that
resistance was as instinctive to slave women as it was men. Finally, the Africanist
or cross-cultural approach (which is frequently incorporated into all of the
above) stresses how enslaved Afiican women ‘adopted strategies and values
rooted in African cosmology’ reflecting a tradition of identity with Africa and
providing an extension of African Diaspora history.”
Collectively, these approaches have opened up new areas of meaning and
provided valuable conceptual frameworks in which to explore the multiple
forms of slave women’s resistance, from psychological warfare to maroon
leaders.*’ However, one area that appears to have been under explored is the
nature of gender and violent resistance. Cases of attacks against owners and their

17 Studies of the slave family are almost too numerous too mention. See, Herbert G Gutman, The
Black Family in Slavery and Freedom, 1750-1925, NewYork, Pantheon, 1976; Barry W Higman,
‘American and Creole Slave Fandy Patterns in Trinidad’,]ournal of Family History, 3:2, 1978,
163-80; Michael Craton, ‘Changing Patterns of Slave Families in the British West Indies’,]ournal
of interdisciplinary History, lO:l, 1979, 1-35; AngelaY Davis, ‘Reflections on the Black Woman’s
Kole in the Community of Slaves’, Black Scholar, 3:4, 1971, 2-15; Barbara Bush,“‘The Family
Tree is not cut”:Women and Cultural Resistance in Slave Family Life in the British Caribbean’,
in Okihiro, In Resislanre, 117-131. For an alternative view of the role of the slave family see,
Marietta Morrissey, Slave Women in the New World. Gender Strat$cation ¡ri the Caribbean, Lawrence,
University of Kansas, 1989.
18 Lucille Mathurin, The Rebel Woman in the British Wesfíndies during Slauery, Kingston, Herald, 1975;
Kenneth Bilby and Filomina Chioma Steady, ‘Black Women and Survival: A Maroon Case’, in
Steady, The Black Woman, 451-67; Stella Dadzie, ‘Searching for the invisible woman: slavery and
resistance in Jamaica’, Race and Class, 32:2, 1990,21-38; Silvia W de Groot, ‘Maroon Women as
Ancestors, Priests and Mediums in Surinam’, Slavery and Abolition 7:2 (1986), 160-74.
19 Beckles, Natural Rebels, 152-74.

20 Rosalyn Terborg-Penn, ‘Black women in Resistance: A Cross Cultural Perspective’, in Okihiro,
i n Resistance, 188-209; Steady, The Black Woman, chapter 2.7-41.
21 The term Maroon is used to describe a person from a group of fugitive slaves in remote parts of
the West Indies and Suriname. These communities of runaway slaves and their descendants are
generally referred to as Maroon societies. In Brazil they are known as quilombos.
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families are úequently cited but to my knowledge there is no systematic study
of this type of resistance in the same way there is, for example, of gender and
flight.22Both quantitative and qualitative questions need to be addressed;not just
how many (or how few) but why and how? When slave women did resort to
murder and who did they kill? Under what conditions and with what weapons?
Do these conditions suggest the possibility of gender specificity in slave
resistance that merits further discussion?
The two cases presented in this study wiil be examined in light of the
approaches outlined above. They originate from nineteenth-century Bahia and
illustrate two apparently different examples of murder committed by slave
women against their mistresses and their mistresses’ children. The first, a case of
poisoning, premeditated and well planned, and the other a violent physical attack
with a müo de pifhüo (large pestle used for grinding corn) that could be described
as a moment of madness. However, further examination wiil show how such
distinctions are not only simplistic but counterproductive to analysis of slave
women and resistance.

l
I

I

.

Details of the murders committed by the slave women Faustina and
Benta are taken from the court proceedings against them.= Although the law
did not permit slaves to take the oath and testify directly before the courts, if they
were accused of a criminal act, it would normally be necessary to question them
directly and on these occasions the spoken words of slaves could be recorded by
the court scribe. While it is unlikely that the way in which the scribe recorded
the testimonies is a faithful and authentic representation of how these women
spoke, they do provide rare opportunities in which slave women actually had a
public voice.

22 Michael Mullin, ‘Women, and the Comparative Study of American Negro Slavery’, Slavery and
Abolition, 3:1, 1983, 25-40; Out ofthe House of Bondage: Runaways, Resisfance and Maroonage in
Ajiica arid flte A’ew World ed. Gad Heuman, London, Frank Cass, 1986, especially Part Ii; Gerald
W Mullin, Flight and Rebellion: Slave Resisfanre in Eighreenrh-Century vitginia, New York,Oxford
University Press, 1972; David Barry Gaspar, Bondmen and Rebels:A Study oficiaster Slove Relations
in Antigua, Baltimore, Johns Hopkins, 1985. Most studies o f flight have used newspaper
advertisements as their main source. Research has found that around a quarter, or less, were
female slaves. In the French Caribbean, Bernard Moitt found a much higher level, up to 50 per
cent. See ‘Slave Women and Resistance in the French Caribbean’, Gaspar and Hine, More 7kan
Chartel, 239-58.
23 Arquivo Público do Estado da Bahia,Tribunal da Justica, Secão Judiciária, Processo Crime, 13 446 - 02, Vítima:Anna Maria da Assunção / Ré: Benta (escrava), and Processo Crime 21 - 750
- 13,Vitima:Francisca Maria de Jesus / Ré: Faustina (escrava).
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Cachoeira, Bahia 1853
Francisca Maria de Jesus died on 11 March 1853. She had given birth a few days
earlier to a baby boy who had not survived. While she was still in bed
recovering, her husband, José Esequiel de Santa Ana attended their son's funeral
in a local parish church. He had left Faustina, a crioulu*.' slavewoman, to take care
of his wife and had taken another, Rosa, with him to the funeral. Faustina had
made a meal for Francisca and her two daughters, Simplicia and Mariana. After
Francisca had eaten she requested a drink of water. Faustina told her there was
no water and gave her broth to drink instead. After drinking it she began to
vomit, as did her daughters. Francisca sent for her brother-in-law, Francisco José
de Santa Ana. When he arrived with another neighbour Francisca was vomiting
violently. Faustina had already washed the dishes but when they checked Maria's
cup and the pan in which the chicken had been made, some white grains were
found. Francisca then explained she had seen Faustina put something white in
the chicken but thought that it was salt. Faustina was then accused of trying to
poison Francisca and her daughters, and when José Esequiel returned he had her
tied up. Faustina escaped during the night and Francisca died the foliowing day.
The first person brought in for questioning was Rosa. Faustina had fled
and the police suspected Rosa of collaborating with her in the murder. Rosa
denied this and went on to explain how she had bumped into a neighbour,
Marcelino de Souza
on Saturday and he had told her how Faustina had
arrived at his house in the middle of the night banging on the door, saying that
she had 'feita [sic] uma asneira e que tinha envenenado a sua senhora' (done
something really stupid and had poisoned her senhora)." Marcelino told the
court this was all lies, and indeed, Rosa later admits that she made it up because
she was afraid of being sent to prison. However, she also admitted that Faustina
had shown her the poison and that she had told her she planned to get her
revenge on Maria for all the beatings she had given her. When asked about the
punishments Rosa explained:
Q u e há meses seu Senhor, q u e r e n d o castigá-la, havia chamado
a ela respondente, e a sua senhora para agarrá-la, o que fizerem,

e q u e sua Senhora também castigara Faustina neste dia.

24 The term criodo/a was originally used to refer to a Brazilian born slave but was later used to
describe a black person of pure African descent.
25 Mixed race person, similar to niitlato
26 The terms serihora and senhor are usually employed when addressing or referring to someone older
or of superior status or rank. In this case, serihora and senhor refer to the slave mistress and slave
master. The ternis will remain in italics in this study because of the lack of an appropriate English
translation.
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Que no dia seguinte a mesma Faustina dissera a ela
respondente que se havia de vingar de sua Senhora.
(Some months back, her senhor, wanting to punish her [Faustina],
caiied her and her senhora to grab her, which they did, and her
senhora punished Faustina too. O n the next day,Faustina told her
that she was going to get her revenge.)

When asked why she did not try to stop her or inform her owner Rosa
replied that she had not realised that Faustina would carry out the
threat.
At this stage a post mortem was carried out on Maria’s body. This process
is described quite graphically in the report. Maria’s stomach is cut open and the
contents and organs removed. There is severe bruising and the stomach walls are
damaged. The organs are sent to a doctor for further examinations to determine
the cause of death. The results showed that she died of arsenic poisoning. The
proceedings then began in earnest and the witnesses were called to give
testimony on 20 March 1853. There were five witnesses and two informantes,
Rosa and Antonio, the boy who bought the poison for Faustina. Slaves like
minors could not take the oath and give testimony before a judge; they could
only make statements. Faustina, however, was never brought before the court as
she could not be found. Even after the hearing was closed on 23 March 1853
she had not been captured. A whole series of orders for her capture were sent
to the local police from the Juiz Municipal (Municipal Judge) and Delegado
(Police Chief) in Cachoeira, Rocha Passos, but either the orders were not carried
out or they could not find her. The orders were issued in December 1853,
October 1854, February 1855, and June 1855. Finally, the husband of the
deceased was requested to appear before the judge for further questioning on 26
August 1861. He faded to appear and a court order was delivered to him at
home. When it was presented to him he replied that he was unable to attend
because he had a bad leg. Three more orders were sent out for the capture of
Faustina, in September and December 1862, and then finally in March 1868,
fifteen years after the murder. Faustina was never caught and José Esequie1 left
the district.

~

Caeteté, Bahia, 1862
On 10 November 1862 Benta, was brought before the Juiz Municipal for the
Villa de Santo Antonio da Barra preza por uma corrente afera Iiumana (bound in
chains). Presented as a slave o f h t o n i o Alves da Silva, she was described as esse
monstruo [que] acaba de apresentar em casa de seu sehnor uma cena horrorosa (this
monster [that] has just produced a horrifying scene in the home of her senhor).
A few days later day Benta and other witnesses were questioned before the judge
41
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about the crime.There is very little variation in the version of the story told so
it is probably best to let Benta tell her version first.”
Perguntada qual o seo nome?
Respondeu chamar-se Benta.
Perguntada de onde era natural?
Respondeu que de Suçuarana, Freguesia do Sincuró.
Perguntado onde mora?
Respondeu que em Alagoa do Félix.
Perguntada a quanto tempo ali mora?
Respondeu que de quatro para cinco meses, depois que vieram de Suçuarana.
Perguntada qual a sua profissão?
Respondeu que todo o servir da casa.
Perguntada onde estava quando se diz ter acontecido o crime?
Respondeu que em casa de seu senhor Antonio Alves da Silva, o qual tinha ido
para Suçuarana.
Perguntado como se tinha dado os fatos de morte e ferimentos de suas
senhoras?
Respondeu que na segunda-feira de manhã sua senhora lhe rachara, e xingara
por motivo da casa suja, e mandou varrer, e depois a mandou pilar milho, o que
estava ela fazendo, quando sua senhora menor a menina Rita, de seis anos,
chegando-se à beira da pilão meteu a mão, e sem ela ver o machucou, e se pôs
a chorar. Sua senhora que cuzia na sala, sentada em um catre, se levantou, e vindo
à porta, lhe perguntou o que tinha a menina, e ela lhe respondeu que perguntasse
à mesma menina; sua Senhora agastada a xingar, e mandou que pisasse dois pelões
de milho, e foi se sentar, na costura dela, e ela continuou a pisar. E logo depois
acresentou-se por detras dela um negro, muito preto, e vestido também de preto,
que lhe pareceu um Quintiliano que tinha em Brejo Grande, e de então sua
cabeça transformou-se. O negro lhe disse que pegasse um pau e fosse matar sua
senhora, que ela não o querendo fazer, ele lhe dizia que era bom, e a foi
empurrando até que ela entrou e deu a mão de pilão na cabeça de sua senhora.
Da primeira pancada, aliás da segunda, a mão se quebrou, e sua senhora correu
para a varanda enquanto que ela saiu ao quintal, e apanhou outra mão de pilão.

27 See appendix for translation.
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E o negro, que ela tomara pelo diabo, a seguia dizendo empurra e mata tudo que
é bom, ela seguindo a sua senhora a alcançou indo na varanda, e lhe continuou
a dar,até que a deixou por morta no terreiro, junto a um ambuzueiro. Como
tinha corrido os meninos Maria Magdelena, e seus irmãos Cândido, José e
Hercuiino pela estrada adiante, em procura da casa de Manoel Alves, o negro lhe
disse que fosse atrás deles, e depois de os matar, voltasse a matar ainda duas
meninas que em casa tinham ficado, e ela correu, e o negro atrás: Ela alcançou
a menina Maria e com paus a matou, e quando acabou o negro lhe disse que
procurasse o menino Cândido para o matar, mas este se tenha escondido, e ela o
não achou. Então o negro lhe disse que puxasse atrás dos outros, e ela o fez, mas
porque tivesse desvariada do juizo não acertou mais com a estrada, e entrou
dentro de uma cajueira no mesmo caminho, e tornando a sair já encontrou a
Manoel Alves, que com Ferreiro Ramos, e os dous meninos vinham para sua
senhora, e ali lhe foi dizendo que acudisse sua senhora que um negro a tinha
matado, mas ele lhe perguntava pelo negro, ela lhe dizia: “ali, ali, ah”, mas
ninguem o via, senão ela, e os meninos disseram que ela mesmo é quem tinha
matado a sua mãe. No entanto, Manoel Alves a fez amarrar, e ela pedia que a
matasse, e enquanto ela ia seguindo com o Ramos, Manoel Alves pwrou em
socorro de sua senhora. No caminho achou morta a menina Maria, e o menino
Cândido que saiu do mato, e que depois de tudo isto feito, o negro desapareceu.
Perguntado se também havia ofendido a menina Rita?
Respondeu que também dera nela com um pau, que caiu.
Perguntado se conhece as pessoas que juraram neste processo?
Respondeu que conhece.
Perguntado a quanto tempo?
Respondeu que há muito tempo.
Perguntado se tinha alguma coisa que alegar mostrando sua inocência?
Respondeu que não.

E como nada mais disse, nem lhe foi perguntado, mandeu o Juiz o presente
auto ....

Benta admits to murder and attempted murder, but under the influence of devil
possession. The four wimesses who testify against her all tell the same story, but
they had heard most of it second-hand.The local Juiz Municipal finds her guilty
and has her imprisoned, but when the case is passed on to the Promotoria Pública
da Comarca (Public Prosecutor’s Office) in order for it to proceed before a jury,
he finds a number of irregularities. First, Benta was never officially charged with
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any crime, and nor was she nominated a
without which she cannot
give evidence in court because she is a slave. Second, there were insufficient
witnesses to bring a case against Benta; there were only four and there should
have been at least eight. He declared that if a l l the irregularities were corrected
the case could proceed, and recommended that Benta be sentenced for the
crime. When the case went before a jury in January 1864 there were eight
witnesses and while the testimonies were not so graphic this time, they all accuse
Benta of the murder. When Benta was questioned this time she denied the
murder and stiil blamed um negro but offered a different version of the events that
led to the deaths of her mistress and her daughter. She explained that on the day
of the attack she had gone to the fountain close by to do the washing.
Returning about lunchtime she found Maria Magdelena dead in her bed and
her mother was not in the house. She also found o negro there, ‘que ficou em
casa quando ela seguiu para a casa de Manoel Alves’ (‘who remained in the house
while she went to Manoel Alves’ house’). This time she says she did not hear
him say anything to her or anyone else in the house. O n 19 October 1864 Benta
was condemned to priSao perpetutra (life sentence). In the hearing she gave her age
as twenty.

******
The two cases originate from two different regions and economically distinct
zones of Bahia. Although part of the sugar-growing Recôncavo area of Bahia,
Cachoeira was an area of small-holdings of tobacco characterised by low levels
of slave-ownership where it was not uncommon for slaves and owners to labour
together in the fields.” Caeteté, an interior town near the border with Minas
Gerais, formed part of the Alto Sertão. A marginal area in economic and political
terms, this was a cattie-rearing zone with a handful of wealthy fazendeiros
(landownerífarmer) and hundreds of scattered pequena luvourus (peasant farms)
producing manioc, beans and other tap les.^" Despite these regional differences,

28 A pororurador performed the role of a solicitor although he was not always a qualified solicitor.
29 Stuart B Schwartz found that in the Recôncavo ‘[a]lmost three-quarters of the slaveowners in the
region held fewer than five slaves’, in ‘Patterns of Slaveholding in the Americas: New Evidence
from Bahia’,American Historical Review, 87:1, 1982, 50 and 57; João José Reis found that in the
state capital, Salvador, 65 per cent of slave owners in his sample owned no more than 10 slaves,
in Slave Rebellion in Brazil.ïhe Muslim U p r i s i g of 1835 in Baliia, Baltimore,Johns Hopkins, 1993,
12-13.
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Benta and Faustina’s lived experience of slavery did not differ that greatly. The
apparently lower class rural status of the slaveowners themselves seems to have
been the determining factor in the nature of the women’s slave labour and in
their relationship with their slave mistresses.
If this is the case, then we need a different theoretical approach to thc
ones traditionally used in the analysis of slave women’s resistance that have
tended to focus on non-violent forms of resistance and on plantation labour.
Again, a comparative approach could be usefiil in this context, and as Elizabeth
Fox Genovese suggests in her overview of slave women and resistance in the
United States, it might be useful to look to examples of resistance among ‘other
oppressed peoples and popular classes’ to further our understanding of gender
and resistance.” One possible direction I would like to suggest is Colonial Latin
America, not only because of the commonality of the experience of Iberian
colonialism, but because of recent theoretical trends in resistance studies in the
region.
In a similar vein to recent studies of slave societies that have emphasised
a slave-centred approach, resistance studies of peasant societies have attempted to
analyse subversive activity &om a peasant world view. In his study of Andean
peasant resistance, Steve Stern has suggested that peasants be viewed as
‘continuous initiators of political relations with themselves and other nonpeasants in a process of negotiation that involves more resistant adaptation that
outright revolt’, a position which emphasises peasant agency rather than
victimisati~n.~~
As in slave societies, the culture of conflict in peasant societies is
considered endemic and its manifestations similar: sabotage, footdragging,
insolence, insubordination etc. In addition, Stern claims that everyday acts of
resistance emerge hom and contribute to a long-term tradition and awareness of
resistance and oppression. This peasant consciousness, however, is much more

30 The interior of Bahia is an area badly neglected in terms of historical research, slave related o r
otherwise. One useful and recent study of the region is by Erivaldo Fagundes Neves, Uma
Communidade Sertaneja: Da Sesmaria ao Minijftrndio, Salvador, EDUFBA, 1998.

31 Fox Genovese, ‘Strategies and Forms of Resistance’, 146. Sydney Caihoub, for example, has
applied theories on British Social History in his study of popular classes in turn-of-the century
Rio de Janeiro, Trabalho, lar e botequim: o cotidiano dos trabalhadores no Rio dejaneiro da Belle Époque,
São Paulo, Brasilense, 1986.
32 Steve J Stern, ‘New Approaches to the Study of Peasant Rebellion and Consciousness:
implications of the Andean Experience’, in Resisrance, Rebellion, and Conscioirsness in the Atrdean
Peosatir World, 18th to 20rh Cetiritries, ed. Steve J Stern, Madison, University of Wisconsin, 1987,
9. See also,James C Scott, Weapons ofrlre Weak. Everyday Fortns of Peasant Resisrance, New Haven,
Yale University Press, 1985, chapter 2, ‘Normal Exploitation, Nornial Resistance’, 28-47.
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than a collective recollection of oppression; it is, Stern states,‘problematic rather
than predictable’, extending over ‘multiple time scales’ a complex of culture and
history. 33
This theoretical framework appears to be particularly useful in the
analysis of gender and slave resistance. The focus on everyday forms of resistance
as the most frequent and effective forms of resistance and their importance in the
formation of peasant consciousness, allows for greater inclusion of female slaves
in the process of resistance to captivity. Thus, violent attacks by slave women on
their owners’ families could be treated not as examples of exceptional and
peripheral behaviour, but as actions that were as damaging to the slave regime as
group acts of revolt, actions that merit further investigation and inclusion in the
body of slave resistance studies.
One of the most dynamic concepts to emerge from resistance studies has
been that of subalternity. Applied throughout the field of study, it has opened up
new areas for debate surrounding the question of agency and power. In general,
the ideas of subalternity have been used to incorporate all forms of subversion
into the broad spectrum of conflict and resistance, particularly in post-colonial
Steve Stern, for example, has found the subaltern a more elastic
category of historical analysis and less value loaded than ‘peasant’ or ‘poor’,
enabling him to account for without appropriating the heterogeneous nature of
peasant society.
In the context of slave resistance, it could be argued that the slave, as both
a category of historical analysis and a subject of colonial oppression is the
ultimate subaltern subject. While I do not wish to collapse the two or substitute
the subaltern for the slave as a category of historical analysis, as this would
undermine the distinction of captivity, I do believe that the idea of subalternity
is applicable to the condition of enslavement. M e r all, isn’t the mastedslave
relationship the most extreme expression of the dominated/dominating subject
position, the site of tension that forms the focalisation of all subaltern
It is from this central relationship that all signification, agency and discursive
effects emanate without producing a monolithic model of that relationship.

33 Stern, ‘New Approaches’, 12-14.
34 See Subaltern Studies. Wrifings on Sourh Asian History and Society, ed. Ranajit Guha, Delhi, Oxford
University, 1982-5 vols. I-IV. For an overview of these and other studies of subaiternity see,
Rosalind O’Hanlon, ‘Recovering the Subject: Subaltern Studies and the Histories of Resistance
in Colonial South Asia’, Modern Asian Studies, 2:1, 1988, 189-224.
35 Gyan Prakash,‘Subaitern Studies as Postcolonial Criticisni’,American Historical Review, 99:5,1994,
1475-90.
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Although ali slave/slave owner relationships are by their nature
antagonistic, it is arguable that that of slave mistresses-household slave was one of
the sites of tension where this focalisation w a s the most intense. In particular,
owners with only one or two slaves depended on the co-operation of those
slaves for the economic survival of the household. This type of slave owner was
therefore obliged to entrust his slaves with a wide range of responsibilities.
However, the proximity of working relations in these households meant that any
extension of ‘trust’ was often accompanied by a commensurate amount of
suspicion if not paranoia that caused additional stresses and eiction. For
household slaves one of the greatest sources of tension was the threat of semal
abuse. In addition, many contemporary observers have commented on the
extreme cruelty with which slave mistresses treated their household slaves,
usually attributing this to sexual jealo~sy.’~
That jealousy played a role is without
doubt but there were other causes for conflict which had little or nothing to do
with the promiscuity of the husband. In poorer households with only one or
two slaves, socio-economic distance between wife and slave woman may not
have been that great. Indeed, in nineteenth-century Brazil some mistresses may
weli have been former slaves the~welves.~~
In many cases then, the household
slave carried out the work that the mistress would otherwise be doing for herself
and her family and she knew how degrading it was to have to do it. Perversely,
the more degrading and humiliating the treatment meted out to the slave
woman, the more power the slave mistress awarded to herself, no matter how
hollow. Comparatively, a field hand who had been punished by her overseer or
owner did not then have to proceed to cook and serve his dinner, bathe his
children and sleep on the floor in their room in case they awoke at night as the
domestic slave had to. The high levels of trust and dependency invested in the
household slave created a double bind for both slave woman and mistress. First,
such personal proximity provided occasions for punishments that may have
remained hidden from view, as is the case with any form of domestic violence.
Secondly, it also placed the slave owner’s family in a vulnerable position as it
provided the slave woman with spec14 opportunities for resistance. The
possibility that a domestic slave, responsible for the smooth running of the
household, could, single-handedly, finish off a whole family between breakfast
and lunch must have created a tension and nervousness that made the basis of
slave ownership untenable.

36 Giacomini, Mullier Escrava, 75; Bush, Slave Woitim, 44 and 114.
37 Reis, Slave Rebellioit. 12,13;Jocélio Teles dos Santos, Ex-Escrava Poyriefária de Escrava (um caso de
sevícia tra Bahia do século SIX,Salvador, UFBA, 1991; Katia M de Queiros Mattoso, B a h , Século
XIX; itma provincia no inipério, Rio de Janeiro, Nova Fronteira, 1992.617-18.
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Although the socio-economic status of the slaveowning households in
this study is difficult to establish with any certainty ( w i l l s and testaments, if they
existed, have not survived for these families),it would appear that they formed
part of the lower end of the slave owning scale. There are certain indicators in
the proceedings that suggest this may be so. Firstly, the status of the witnesses is
an obvious indicator of the socio-economic position of the families. In Benta’s
case, there is evidence of one other slave in the home, Rosa, and ail the witnesses
are white males. Their occupations, however, reveal that they belonged to the
lower middle class strata of this rural community. Five of them were lavradores,
owners of smallholdings; one was a blacksmith, another an ofcial de justísa and the
other inspector do quarteirä~.’~The descriptions of the witnesses in Faustina’s case
indicate a different social status. For a start, only five of the eight were classified
as witnesses because the other three were minors or slaves. Three of the
witnesses were pardos, one crioulo, and another branco. All the men, except one
who was a goldsmith, declare their occupations as lavradores. Of the three
informantes, two were crioula slave women who did not note their occupations but
stated instead that they ‘vive em companhia de seu en hor'.'^ The other informante
was a crioulo menor, who bought the poison for Faustina. Even though the slave
owner here is described as white, most of his neighbours and contacts in the local
community belong to the free mixed race population comprising mainly peasant
farmers. In addition, the family name given for José Ezequiel’s deceased wife, de
Jesus, indicates that she was hom a poor family and was probably illegitimate.
Details about the slave owner’s homes also emerge in the proceedings. In
the course of her testimony Benta reveals how her duties included food
preparation, laundry, and taking care of the bean crop near by the house. In the
other case, Faustina serves food to her mistress and her family in the kitchen
where her bed had been moved because she was ill. Such lack of formalities and
economical use of space also suggests that the owner’s home was simple and
functional. Indeed, the type of slave labour in which these women were engaged
was not unusual. Despite the categorisation of household slaves as the ‘elite’ or
‘privileged few’, the stereotypical image of the loyal, obedient, self-interested and
much appreciated housekeeper of the ‘big house’ would have been a rare
occurrence in nineteenth-century Bahia. It is more than likely that the majority
of slave women who laboured as ‘household‘slaves would have been expected to

38 An oficial da justíp, in this case, was more than likely a very minor post, someone who carried
messages and court orders for more senior officials. An inspector do parteirao was a member of
the police or guarda civil. H e was supposed to check local neighbourhoods, especially during
hours of curfew, for vagrants, prostitutes and other misdemeanours.
39 The phrase suggests they were mistresses of their slave owners, but it also suggests that their
owners were not married so to all intents and purposes they were also their ‘live-in-lovers’.
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perform a wide variety of tasks both in the home and the field - cooking,
cleaning, childcare, looking after cattle and sowing and harvesting crops. Such
duties were common in both rural and urban households as many homes in
towns and cities depended on gardens and smail plots for produce, grazing a cow,
raising poultry and possibly a pig, ail of which would have fallen to the ‘domestic
slave’ to take care of.“
Returning to the idea of subalternity, I would like to examine the issue
of agency in closer detail. Fundamentally, this is a question of interpretation of
the material, but what options for agency do these documents offer? The first
and more simplistic is that both women were innocent and the proceedings
amount to little more than a fabrication of evidence. This slave-as-victim
approach locks us into the master-slave Hegelian dialectic with no scope for
autonomous slave action or initiative. If, on the other hand, we accept the fact
that Benta and Faustina did commit these attacks then we open up the question
of agency to a whole range of possibilities.
One of the main debates of gender and agency in resistance studies has
been concerned with issues of articulation. Gayatri Spivak gave impetus to this
question in her seminal article ‘Can the Subaltern Speak?“ Even though
Faustina and Benta are both accused of murder only one of them is caught, so
in Faustina’s case no testimony is produced. Without the recording of her words
then, it is necessary to find an enunciating position fkom which she can create
her own subjectivity, as Spivak has tried to do in the case of widow burning in
India. If these proceedings, with or without testimony, offer genuine occasions
when the subaltern speaks, we then need to redeem the voice of the subaltern
from them, and think carefúlly about what she is saying.
Let us return to the circumstances under which the murder of Francisca
Maria de Jesus occurred. Francisca was recovering fiom an evidently difficult
childbirth during which her son died, and her husband was away at the füneral.
Why did Faustina decide to kill her mistress at this particular moment? The baby

I

40 Sandra Lauderdale Graham, House and Street: the doniestir world ofservants and masters in nirreteenthceritury Rio deJartriro, Cambridge, Cambridge University, 1988; Maria Odila Silva Dias, Power and
Everyday Life:the lives of working women in nirreteertth-rerirury Brazil, London, Polity, 1997.
41 Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, ‘Can the Subaltern Speak?’, in A4anrism and the interpretation o j
Giltttres, ed. Larry Grossberg and Cary Nelson, Urbana, University of Iiiinois, 1987, 271-313.
For a critique of Spivak on the subaltern voice see, Ania Loomba, ‘Dead Women Tell No Tales:
Issues of Female Subjectivity, Subaltern Agency and Tradition in Colonial and Post-Colonial
Writings on Widow Imniolation in India’, History Workshopjounial, 36, 1993, 209-27. For a
Brazilian perspective see, P Peres, ‘Subaltern Spaces in Brazil’, Dispositio/n, 19:46, 1994, 113-26;
Eise Ribeiro Pires Viera, ‘Can another subaltern speak/tmite?’, Renaissotue and ¡!foderfl Studies, 38,
1995,96-125.
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had died so Faustina did not face the prospect of having more children to care
for. Beaten, perhaps, on more than one occasion by her owners, she had no
doubt felt like murdering them before. But this was not a moment of madness;
it was a premeditated murder and evidently Faustina was waiting for the most
opportune occasion.
The occasion she chose was precisely the one when her owners and their
family were most vulnerable - emotionally and physically. Francisca was
bedridden and ill and Faustina was responsible for her care. It was the moment
in which her actions would have had the most impact and when it was least
expected. And it is here that the idea of subalternity is particularly useful.
Faustina murders Francisca precisely when she is required to comply with the
image of the obliging and trustworthy slave, it is the moment when they most
depended on her to fulfil her ascribed role as obedient and loyal subject. She
refuses. She rejects this role in the most urgent of circumstances and creates
chaos. Moreover, she not only rejects her own role but effectively ruptures the
whole trope of the slaveowning f a d y . She leaves an absence not just in the
space that she occupied within the slaveholding household but causes the
household itself‘ to implode. Eventually, the site of her exploitation and her
resistance is vacated, abandoned. Faustina not only reverses the role of
dominating/dominated subject positions but refuses the role even of victim. It
is her former owners who become her victims, victims of her agency.
In the second case, the perpetrator, Benta, is caught and imprisoned.
Although her subjectivity is centrai to the proceedings her agency is
compromised through capture. As Gyan Prakash points out in the context of the
Indian subaltern,‘the moment of rebellion always contains within it the moment
of failure’, which in this case would be Benta’s failure to escape.4zHowever, these
two-moments-in-one, so to speak, are not always so distinct. In court, Benta, is
represented as a ‘monster’, chained like a wild animal. Despite these constraints
she salvages her subject-position and marks her site of resistance through a
process of dissemblance and disguise with masks and mirrors, creating what
Homi Bhabha has described as the ‘ambivalent turn of the discriminated
~ubject’.~’Benta maintains it was the dead slave Quintiiiano, in the form of the
devil, who committed the murders. He possessed her mind and body and
ordered her to ‘mata tudo.. . que era bom’ (‘kill them all.. ..it was good’). By
projecting her actions onto a third party she is not simply shifting blame, but
displacing a subjectivity that had been forced upon her through captivity. In

42 Prakash,‘Subaltern Studies’, 1480.
43 Homi K Bhabha, ‘Signs Taken for Wonders: Questions of Ambivalence and Authority under a
Tree Outside Delhi’, Criticai inquiry, 12, 1985, 153.
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effect, Benta splits the subject in two, deflects attention to a second subjectagent, and makes the threat twice as menacing. First, because as a spirit
Quintiliano cannot be caught: he is unpredictable and uncontrollable, a warning
that this could occur again anywhere and at anytime. Second, his actions
function as a mirror into which slaveowners cannot avoid looking only to see
their own barbarous acts reflected back at them. Although chained before the
judge Benta remains, as Bhabha has described in another context, the hybrid
colonial subject that presents an ‘exorbitant object of paranoid classification, a
disturbing questioning of the images and the processes of a~thority’.‘~
In summary then, wide Faustina is absent fiom the proceedings, her
subjectivity is undeniable and unavoidable; the voice of the subaltern here speaks
loud and clear through her actions which put an end to her immediate
slaveowning world. in comparison, although Benta is captured and imprisoned,
she displaces the enforced subjectivity of monstrous slave women to another
more menacing figure of slave-ded-spirit who, like Faurtina, remains at large.
Consequently, whereas Spivak experienced insurmountable epistemological
obstacles in her search for an appropriate enunciating subject position for the
sati, the slave women in these cases maintain and even create a subjectivity that
remains subversive and spills over into the consciousness of the local slave
community.
It is this final point that transforms Faustina’s and Benta’s apparently
separate and isolated acts of violence against their own individual condition of
bondage into collective actions ofresistance against the system ofslavery. In both
cases, members of the slave communities to which Benta and Faustina belonged
were involved on different levels - practical, religious, emotional, political - as the
events unfurled and revealed themselves to other slaves and former slaves in the
vicinity.
In Faustina’s case it is clear that in order for her to obtain the poison to

kill her slave mistress she required the co-operation of others. In all likelihood,

-

she deliberately chose a minor to carry out this p a s of the plan in order to avoid
suspicion, teliing him she was going to use it ‘para deitar nos formigos’ (‘to put
on the ants’).Then there is the question of Rosa. She is evidentiy terrified of
being sent to prison, and admm to knowing of Faustina’s intentions to murder
Francisca for some time. She also knew about the beatings Faustina received and
had been called upon by her master,José Esequie1 to assist in them. Perhaps it
is no surprise that she i s suspected of being an accomplice by the police o5cer
who carried out the arrests. And how did Faustina escape and stay at large for
such a long period of time? While we cannot assume that Faustina managed to

44 Ibid.
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avoid captivity for the remainder of her life, the very fact that she escaped the
attention of the authorities for so long is laudable in itself. Above all, it is highly
unlikely that she escaped unaided and she could not have gone undetected for
so long without the collaboration of the local slave community. This murder
went unsolved precisely because her movements were kept secret, and because
those who wanted her to escape outnumbered those who wanted her to be
caught and punished. As such, Faustina’s act of resistance which, on the surface
appears individual, in fact required the collaboration and co-operation of the
majority of the slave community. In this sense, it is possible to interpret
Faustina’s act of resistance on a collective level. She was protected by other slaves
to an extent that implies her actions were endorsed and validated by the slave
community in general. Her resistance was recognised as part of the struggle
against the slave regime.
Benta’s case is different. She is caught, almost red-handed, and she has no
witnesses to come to her defence, which is hardly surprising given the gravity of
the case. However, her alibi in the form of a spirit might be her way of
communicating the voices of the absent slave community who likewise
remained silent in Faustina’s cause. I pose the question then: who does
Quintiliano speak for when he says it is good to kdl slave owners? As the
opening quotes indicate, Luís Gama‘5 and Malcolm X would have understood
this very unequivocal message. For this reason, 1 would argue that Quintiliano
was not someone Benta invented on the spur of the moment to get her out of
a fix; by all accounts, he was someone with whom Benta was familiar, even if he
was not of this world. Described as a former slave from the local area, this was
someone Benta recognised, someone other slaves would recognise too. He was
the most subversive of all spirits. Moreover, if, as Monica Schuler has argued in
terms OfAfrican-American religion in general, slavery was understood as a form
of sorcery, a ‘force’ which could be eradicated with ‘religious weapons’, then
Benta’s inspiration, dream or vision of Quintiliano might be described as a
‘continuation of one of the most persistent African traditions in the diaspora’:
spirit possession.4h Belonging to a slave religion which had developed from
deities and spirits from the ancient world of Africa and the Amerindians,
Quintiliano may well have been one of the many ‘lesser spirits’of the cosmology
which, through spiritual intervention and transfiguration, provided ‘explanation,
prediction, control and communion’ for slaves and former slaves alike.” With

45 Luís Gonzaga Pinto da Gania (1830-1882) was born a slave and went on to become the first black
Brazilian poet and abolitionist lawyer.

46 Monica Schuler, ‘Afro-American Slave Cultures, in Roots and Bradies. Current Direcfiotir in Slave
Studies, ed. Michael Craton,Toronto, Perganion, 1979, 132-3.
47 ibid, 128-9.
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this in mind, let us dweli further on Benta’s discourse, and tease out those threads
of culture, historicity, and spirituality.
Although Benta’s possession is a manifestation of an Af?ican tradition
similar to that described by Schuler, it is also a demonstration of the hybrid
nature of African-American religiosity in the New World. By naming her spirit
as someone or something that her captors could recognise, Benta reveals her
capacity to invert and subvert the colonialists’ cultural experience of the African
by perverting their Christian values.“ Benta - her name taken from the Latin
for blessed, Benedicta - invokes a wholly unholy spirit in the form of
Quintiliano who inspires her to kill her Christian slaveowners. If, as her name
suggests, Benta really does ‘enjoy God’s favour’, what does this say about their
Christian God? Through the spirit of Quintiliano, (whose name comes from a
celebrated Latin rhetorician), Benta and her counterpoint provide a subalternative discourse by imitating the (officially) God-fearing society and
subverting their superstition. Alternatively, if Benta had confessed to being
possessed by a spirit from the Afiican pantheon that could not be named in
Christian language, she would have been giving away closely guarded details
about the religiosity of the slave community and perhaps exposed them to the
scrutiny of the authorities.
From this perspective, it is possible to interpret Benta’s actions in the light
of the socio-political and religious activity of the local slave community. As the
quotes indicate, Quintiliano did not express an extreme and isolated view; this
was an opinion shared by many slaves, former slaves and their descendants even
if they did not go as far as Benta. Benta’s plight, like that of Faustina’s, was
understood by all slaves. Indeed, even the jury’s first decision indicates that they
too sympathised to a certain extent by stating that they believed there were
extenuating circumstances for her so-called crime. Benta acted alone but her
actions were not an isolated incident. This was a reflection of more than just one
aggrieved slave woman. Benta, in her attack and her testimony, confirmed what
most slave owners already suspected of all their slaves. That it was, for all the
right reasons, difficult to trust slaves; their power of dissemblance was so great
that it made it impossible to judge their words or interpret their behaviour with
any certainty. Despite the fact Benta’s prison sentence provided a degree of
closure in the sense that it determined the remainder of her life, her actions
would have echoed over generations. Likewise, the possibility that slave men and
women like Faustina remained on the loose (and there were certainly others)
meant that the horrors of José Esequiel’s experience had terrifying implications
for all slave owners.

48 I ani grateful to Bernard McCuirk for his most illuniinating coninients on the nanies of Benta
and Quintiliano.
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Read in this way Benta’s and Faustina’s very personal and individualised
court proceedings take on meanings that extend way beyond the margins of the
texts themselves. Faustina not only planned and executed the murder with the
aid of others from her community but was protected by them in flight too. The
collective silence of that same community must have echoed long and loud in
the courtroom that day, and Faustina’s absence must have loomed large in more
than one slave owner’s vision of a living hell. Although Benta acted alone, her
double articulation created a second voice through which to speak, enunciating
feelings that went beyond her own personal sense of injustice. Demonised by
the authorities she returns another more terrifying demon to them, lest they
forget, that the threat of harm to slave owners and their families did not end with
her imprisonment. As Luís Gama would later confirm, and Maicom X go on to
remind us, it had only just begun and the worst was perhaps yet to come.

Appendix
Benta’s Statement

Asked what is your name?
She replied Benta.
Asked where was she from?
She replied Suçuarana, Parish of Sincuró.
Asked where she lived?
She replied Alagoa do Félix.
Asked how long she had lived there?
She replied about four or five months, after moving from Suçuarana.
Asked what was her job?
She replied that she served in the home.*
Asked where she was when the crime took place?
She replied that she was in the home of her senhor, Antonio Alves da Silva, who
had gone to Suçuarana.

*
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servir da casa’ literally means that she performed all the duties of a house servant.

Asked about the events that led up to death and injuries of her senhoras?
She replied that on Monday morning her senhora had sworn at her and beat her
violently because the house was dirty. She ordered her to sweep up and grind
some corn which she was doing when her youngest senhora, the little girl Rita,
6 years old, got too close to the edge of the corn grinding basin and put her
hand in. Benta didn’t see what happened at the time, and the little girl started
to cry. Her senhora, who was sewing in the &nt room, seated on a cot, got up
and went to the door and asked what was wrong with the little girl. Benta told
her she had better ask her herself. She then became annoyed and began to swear,
telling her to grind two bowls of corn. Right away, a black man came up behind
her, very black, dressed in black too, who looked like the slave Quintiliano, who
lived in Brejo Grande. It was then that she lost her mind.The black man told
her to get hold of a stick and go and kill her senhora. She didn’t want to do it
but he told her it was good, and pushed her until she was in the house and she
hit her senhora over the head with the corn grinder. After the first hit, no the
second, the grinder broke, and her senhora ran for the veranda while Benta went
into the back yard to get another one. She went back to get her senhora and
continued to beat her and left her for dead by a bush in the hont yard. The
children, Maria Magdelena and her brothers Candido, Jose’ and Herculino had
headed off for Manoel Alves’ house, and the black’man told her to go after them
and kill them too, then come back and kill the two little girls in the house. She
ran with the blackman behind her. When she caught up with the little girl Maria
Magdelena she beat her to death too, and when she’d finished the black man told
her to go find the little boy Candido and kill him too, but he had hidden and
she couldn’t find him. The black man then told her to go after the others which
she did, but having lost her senses she lost her way and walked into a caju
orchard.* Turning round to find her way out she bumped into Manoel Alves
and Ferreiro Ramos with the two boys on their way to get their mother, and she
told them to come and help her senhora, because a black man had killed her, but
when he asked her where he was and she told him ‘there, there, there’ only she
could see him and the children said that it was she who killed their mother.
Meanwhile, Manoel Alves tied her up, and she told them to kill her, and while
she followed Ramos,Alves went ahead to help her senhora. O n the way they
found Maria Magdelena dead, and the little boy Candido crawled out of the
bushes, and after having done ail this the black man had disappeared.
Asked if she had assaulted the little girl Rita too?
She replied that she had beaten her with a stick and she fell.

*

Cashew nut tree.
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Asked if she knew the people who had sworn before the court in these
proceedings?
She replied that she did.
Asked how long she had known them?
She replied a long time.
Asked if she had anything to declare that would demonstrate her innocence?
She replied no.
And as nothing further was said or asked, the Judge declared these
proceedings. ....
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